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ABSTRACT

We are developing a laser based technique for the rapid sequencing of large fragments

(-40 kb) of DNA based upon the detection of single, fluorcscently tagged nudeotides cleaved

from a single DNA fragment. We have demonstrated significant progress on several of the

important steps of this technique. The projected rate of sequencing is several hundred bases per

second which is orders of magnitude faster than existing methods. Once developed, this

technology could be utilized by investigators for rapid squencing of genetic material from

virtually any source.

* Current address -- Director, Laboratory of Flow Cytometry, Roswell Park Memorial

Institute, Elm and Carlton Streets, Buffalo, New York 14263
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INTRODUCI’ION

A world wide effort is now in progress with the ultimate goal of &.texmining the entire

nucleotide base sequence of the human genome. The magnitude of this task is apparent when

one considem that there arc 3 X 109 bases in the human gcnome and current sequencing rates

are only a few hundred to a few thousand bases per pcmon per day. Standard procedures,

using either the Sangerdideoxy method (1) or the Maxam and Gilbert chemical methcxl (2) for

the genemaon of figments, and elcctrophoresis for the separation and identification of the

fragments axe slow and labor intensive. New automated sequencing techniques are projected to

yield sequencing rates of 2,000-30,000 bases per day (3-7). At 1 million bases per day, it

would take ten years to sequence the genorne of a single human.

All of the above approaches are labor intensive medmds requiring relatively long analysis

times. Using a completely different approach, wc envision a single instrument that can

sequence a single fragment of DNA, several tens of kilobascs (kb) or more in length, at the rate

of several hundred bases per second The ability to work with large fragments will reduce

significantly the amount of subcloning and mapping. Development of this method may lead

eventually to a clinical instrument capable of sequencing large fkagments of DNA rapidly for

ditignosis of genetic diseases.

Our technique is based upon a projected ability to detect single chromophorcs by

ktscr-induced-fluorescence U,flowing sample streams (8-11). The technique invol~cs: (1)

ldxling the nucleotidcs with base specific tags suitable for fluorescence detection, (2) selecting

a desired fragment of DNA, (3) suspending the single DNA ktgment in it flowing sample

stream, (4) sequentially cleaving labeled bases from the free end of the DNA fragment using an

cxonucleme, and (5) detecting and identifying the cleaved, labeled bmcs as they flow through a
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focused laser beam (12). The steps arc illustrated in Fig. 1.

The rate that bases can be sequenced is determined by the kinetics of the exonuclease

cleavage reaction and the time required for detection and idendflcation of the labeled bases.

Based upon our results for the detection of rhodamine-6G and studies of cleavage rates, we

anticipate sequencing rates of several bases per second on a single shand of DNA tens of kb in

length.

METHODOLOGY

FEI
.

n $

Individual tie and bound bzses found in DNA have intrinsic fluorescence quamurn

yields c 10-3 at room temperature. In order to detect these bases efficiently by a fluorescence

technique, it is desirable to modify (label) them to form species with large fluorescence quantum

yields and distinguishable spectral properties. A labele~ complementary strand of DNA will

be prepared enzymatically, incorporating fluorescently labeled bases using the DNA strand of

unknown sequence as the template. Sequencing will then be done on the complementary,

labeled wand.

Each labeled base consists of a linker arm tetinated with a fluorescent dye. A comctly

designed linker am will permit the enzymatic synthesis of the complementary strand to pruceed

without interference from the linker am or the dye. Modified nucleotides containing a linker

arm terminated by biotin arc routinely used to label DNA at spedic sites (13). Biotinylated

nucleotides complementmy to all four of the bases with various types and lengths of Iinke: arms

can be prepared. An example of a biotinylmed nucleoade is shcwn in Fig. 2. In our approach,

highly fluorescent dyes will be substituted for the biotin. Each of Ihc four nucleotide types will

be labeled with a different chmcteristic dye, for example [how used for dutomiited sequencing
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(3). The optimum set of dyes is shll under investigation. We anticipate that the linker arm dye

combination will have to be carefully designed to optimize the activities of the polymerase and

the exonuclcase.

Although one might expect that steric effects, due to the linker arm and the biotin, could

preclude the synthesis of a DNA fkagment in which every base is labeled, our initial expe-nts

have shown that the presence of a linker arm and biotin on the nucleoride did not interfere with

replication. A strand of DNA, complementary to d(A,G)2 IW, was prepared by adding

biotinylated dCTP and biotinylated dUTP (see Fig. 2) with DNA polymerase I, E .coli (Klenow

figment), to a solution containing the template. Tracer amounts of a-32Pd’TTP were added in

order to follow the replication reaction. The biotinylated nucleotides were incorporated into

acid-insoluble, double suanded DNA to the same extent as unlabeled nucleotides in a control

reaction. We anticipate that replication of longer biotinylated fragments will not be a problem.

lec~on ~of [he DNA F~ to be SC-
.

The selection and suspension of a single DNA fiagrnent in a flowing sample stream can

oe accomplished in the following manner. The fragment to be sequenced will be obtainecL for

example, from one of the large insefl clones available fkom the National Gene Library Project

(14). Alternatively, hybridization techniques can be used to select a desired fhgment from an

inhomogcncous mixture of DNA, A primer, labJed with biotin at the 5’end, will lx hybridized

to :he selected DNA fragment and fluorescent nucleotides and polymerasc will be added to form

the complementary labeled strand. The labeled stmnd will then be Iinkcd, at the biotin end, to

avidin that has been attached to a microsphere. If it is desired, the labeled strand citn be

separated from the template before attachnlcnt to the microsphere. A shnilar procedure has been
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described for immobilizing DNA, modified at the 5’ terminus, to microsphere (15). The

presence of only a single labeled fragment of DNA on a microsphere can be verified by

measuring the total fluorescence. The selection and suspension of the DNA fragment m be

sequenced is summarized in Fig. 3.

A selected microsphere containing a single DNA fragment will be transferred and

suspended in the flow stream. There are several ways to manipulate the microsphere DNA

carriers. The simplest method for placing and holding the microsphere in position for

sequencing uses rnicroinjection pipette procedures (16). An attractive alternative for

microsphere manipulation is to use converging la~cl hea.moptical trapping techniques similar to

those demonstrated by Ashkin and Dziedzic (17) and used by Buican ct al. (18) for transporting

and sorting biological cells. Microsphere selection and manipulation has been demonstrated in a

computer-controlled op[ical trapping apFaratus( 19). precisi~n manipulation of particles has

been demonstrated by using the optical trap to pick up a stigle small human chromosome and

place it on a small microsphere (7 ~m diameter) (19).

JSnzvrni@ CleaVW of IJ@led Nuc~eti

Exonuclease will be added to the flow stream to cleave bases sequentially from the end of

the labeled DNA strand suspended in the flow stream. While the presence of the linker arm and

the fluorescent dye may inhibit the cnzym~tic activity of some exonucleases, we expect to fmd

suitable exonuclemes that will cleave with only a slight reduction in rme. The rate of cleavage

can be adjusted by wuying the cofactor concentration, the temperature, or by the use of

poisoning agents. It appears thut h highly prmessive exonuclease (20) would be more desirable

but non-processive exonuclems we also under consideration.

The overall rate of cicavage N dctemnined by the rate of diffusion of the exonucleme to
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the DNA strand, the rate of anachment to the strand, the rate of cleavage O1lCCon the strand, and

the processivity. The rate determining step is usually the diffusion rate and leads to obsemed

cleavage rates of several bases per second. A detailed kinetic analysis is necessary to extract the

cleavage rate of a processive exonuclease. To our knowledge, this analysis has been applied

only to exonuclease I, a highly processive exonuclease, and it is encouraging ‘Jat the measured

cleavage rate after attachment is 275 bases/see (21).

We have studied the kinetics of the cleavage reactions of various exonucleases on duplex,

biotinylated DNA fmgments (d(C,U)2100, prepared as described above). The data obtained

using the exonuclcase activities of T4 and 17 polymerase are shown in Fig. 4. The extent of the

cleavage reaction for the biotinylated fragment was less than for the unlabeled fragments. The

smallerexcnt of cleavage of the biotinylated fkagment may reflect uneven rates of cleavage of

the biotinylated and unmodified strands of double stranded DNA by exonucleases. We arc

currently investigating cleavage rates of other exonucleases,

added reagents, and the use of single stranded substrates.

the effect of reaction conditions and

The cleave~ labeled bases will be detected by laser-induced fluorescence as they flow

through the focused laser beam. The detection technique will bean improvd version of one

developed for sensitive detection ofrhodamine-6G(11) and phycoetythrin ( 10, 22).

Our detection capability is limited by the signal-to-noise ratio. With our cumnt

apparatus, an average of 1 photoelectron from rhodarnine-6G fluorescence and 14.5

photoelectrons fkom background emission are detected in the 80 IASthat it takes a molecule to

transit the focused laser beam (11). The noise observed is related to statistical fluctuations in the

bitckgrc)und. The signal-to-noise rutio is given by S/N - S/~(backgrmmd) = l/~( 14,5) = 0.26,
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which is insufficient to permit detection of single molecules whose fluorescence is comparable

to rhodarnine-6G. For sequencing it will be necessary to detect and distinguish the emission

spectra of four separate tags. Improvements in the fluorescence detection as outlined below wdl

enable us to achieve the required sensitivity.

Since the noise is proportional to the square root of the background counts, the S/N ratio

can be improved by increasing the total amount of light collected (both fluorescence and

background). Our present detection optics collect approximately 5% of the total emitted lighL

lle flow cell and the optics have been redesigned to collect approximately 50% of the emitted

light. A further increase in collected light can be obtained by reducing the flow velocity and

increasing the observation length which correspondingly increases the viewing time of the

molecules as they pass thrcmgh the laser beam.

A further improvement in the S/N ratio can be made by suppressing background. The

majority of our background originates from the weak Raman bending band of the water solvent.

We are investigating the use of a frequency doubled, modelocked Nd:YAG laser to reduce this

background. This laser operates at 82 MHz with a pulse width of less than 100 picosecond.

The Raman scattered background light occurs only during the laser excitation pulse while the

emitted fluorescence light decays with a lifetime of a few n~~oseconds. Hence, gating on the

photon counter only between laser pulses will greatly reduce the Raman background.

To discriminate further against background sources which are stationary with respect to

the moving sample stream (e.g. reflections) or emissions which occur randomly in pace (e.g.

Raman scattering or fluorescence from solvent impurities), a position-sensitive optical detector

will be used to record the fluorescent light emitted as tagged bases pass through the flow cell

(23). This device will furnish the arrival time and point of origin in the sample stream for each

detected photon. Computer analysis of these dw will permit us to discriminate agtinst
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background photons that do not originate from a molecule traveling through the flow cell at the

known flow velocity. This method will also allow us to avoid sequencing errors that may occur

when two or more tagged bases are present simultaneously in the flow cell, as may occur

occasionally during rapid sequencing.

As a demonstration of this technique, we have analyzed &ta which were acquired using a

moving attenuated last. beam to simulate the passage of a molecule and diffused light from a

tungsten lamp to provide the random background. The data analysis demonstrated that time

cordation can provide a large discrimination against stationary or random background siamals.

For example, we simulated a typical sequencing experiment where one might expect to detect,

on average, 26 photoelectrons from a passing molecule, against a total background of 10,000

photoelectrons. Under these conditions, we measured a random error rate of approximately 2%

(1% missed molecules plus 1% false identifications from background). It is a property of

Poisson stmkics ‘hat smali improvements in signal-to-noise ratio camresult in a large reduction

in error rate. For example, when the the number of simulated fluorescence photoelectrons was

increased to 30, the total error rate dropped to <0.1 ?10.

The ability to sequence rapidly allows one to work, if necessary, with a system with a

relatively high random error rate because sequencing can be repeated on identical fragments to

reach a consensus. Non-random, sequence dependent errors can be reduced by sequencing

separately the complements to both strands of the selected fragment.

SUMMARY

We have outlined a technique that has the projected capability to sequence large fragments

of DNA at a rate of several hundred bases per second. We have demonstrated significant

progress on several important steps in this technique. This is a challenging projetit with several
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difficult steps, but we foresee no fun~cntal obstacle to its SUCCeSS”while ow discussion

concentrated on sq~lencing DNA, the technique also has the potential to sequence RNA.

We envision that other scientific and technological spinoffs will emerge as the techniques

&scribed here are developed. For example, the ability to work at the single molecule/strand

level should do much to reveal the mechanisms of the action of polymerases and exonucleases at

the molecular level. Improved sensitivity for fluorescence detection in flowing sample streams

will have applications in flow cytometry and bioanalytical diagnostics (see, for example,

reference 24).

Finally, tic concept and method of base-specific tagging of the nucleotides followed by

sequencing the tags has application for other possible squencing techniques. For example,

metal atoms could be used as tags in electron microscopy and x-ray holography, or pticles of

differing sizes used in scanning tunneling microscopy.
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Figure Captions

F@uel. OveraUview ofciuproposed rapid DNAsequencing technique.

Figure 2. Biotinylated nucleotide used in the resynthesis of the complementary DNA strand.

Figure 3. Pictorial representation of the selection and suspension of a single labeled DNA

fragment in the flowing sample stream. The DNA figment is attached to the microsphere using

biotin (B) and aviden (A) binding.

Figure 4. Labeled and unlabeled 2100 bp fragments of DNA were incubated at 37 C with 5U of

T4 polymemse (top) or T7 polymerase with thioredoxin (bottom). At each time point, the

amount of acid insoluble DNA remaining was determined. Control contains no bioanylated

bases. Bio C, Bio U, and Bio C Bio U were made from the same template as the control DNA

except that each cf the indicated nucleotide substrates wem biotinylatd.
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